Regional Municipality of Waterloo
Committee of the Whole
Minutes
Tuesday, November 9, 2021
9:00 a.m.
Meeting held electronically

Present were: Chair T. Galloway, L. Armstrong, E. Clarke, J. Erb*, S. Foxton, M. Harris,
D. Jaworsky*, H. Jowett, K. Kiefer, K. McGarry*, J. Nowak*, K. Redman*, S. Shantz, S.
Strickland* and B. Vrbanovic
Members absent: G. Lorentz
Roll Call
The Committee Clerk conducted the Roll Call.
Land Acknowledgement
Chair Galloway provided a Land Acknowledgement.
*J. Nowak entered the meeting at 9:05 a.m.
Declarations of Pecuniary Interest under the “Municipal Conflict of Interest Act”
None declared.
Presentations
Verbal Update, COVID-19
Dr. Hsiu-Li Wang, Medical Officer of Health, provided a presentation to the Committee;
a copy is attached to the original minutes. Dr. Wang explained that current trends are
increasing and that the Region of Waterloo continues to have a high unimmunized
population of approximately 126,000. It is advised to continue physical distancing, wear
a mask or face covering in public spaces, limit close contact, and get tested.
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Dr. Wang responded to the Committee of the Whole’s question regarding the timeline
for the immunization of children five to eleven years old and explained that the Region is
prepared to distribute these shots once they are approved; which is anticipated by the
end of November or beginning of December.
Delegations
a)

Paige Monck-Whipp, Network Catalyst, and Cait Glasson, Connectors Hub
member, Wellbeing Waterloo Region re: Update

P. Monck-Whipp and C. Glasson provided a presentation to the Committee, a copy is
attached to the original minutes. They discussed Wellbeing Waterloo Region’s past
community achievements, current projects, and community partnerships.
The Committee emphasized the importance of having a balance between involving
community members with lived experience and technical experts.
b)

Mackenzie Meek, Planner, Cambridge Mill and Rebecca Kerr - Vice President,
MTE Consultants re: PDL-CPL-21-42, Conversion of One Way to Two Way
Operations on Regional Road #24 (Water Street North) (between Ainslie Street
and Simcoe Street), City of Cambridge

M. Meek and R. Kerr provided a presentation to the Committee, a copy is attached to
the original minutes. They delivered an overview of the development and the
importance of the extension of the north bound lanes to ensure the success of the
project. They highlighted the features of the development including employment growth,
increased annual property tax, and increased tourism.
In response to a question from the Committee, R. Kerr clarified that the right turn lane
from Water Street to Ainslie Street is to allow for road maintenance such as snow
removal and they are in discussion with City of Cambridge Staff to address traffic and
pedestrian safety concerns.
Moved by K. Kiefer
Seconded by M. Harris
That the Regional Municipality of Waterloo amend Traffic and Parking By-law 16023, as amended, to remove seven parking spaces on Water Street North
(Regional Road 24) and to revert a portion of Water Street North (Regional Road
24) from one-way operations to two-way operations, as follows:
a) Add to Schedule 1, No Parking Anytime, on the west side of Regional Road
24 (Water Street North) from 85 metres south of Regional Road 24 (Ainslie
Street North) to 135 metres south of Regional Road 24 (Ainslie Street North);
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and
b) Remove from Schedule 16, One-Way Streets Regional Road 24 (Water
Street North) from Regional Road 24 (Ainslie Street North) to Simcoe Street
in the Southbound direction;
in the City of Cambridge, as outlined in Report PDL-CPL-21-42, dated November
9, 2021.
Carried
c)

TES-DCS-21-27, Council Update – McQueen Shaver Boulevard - Road Opening
and Next Steps for Truck Diversion Study

Phil Bauer, Director, Design and Construction, and Steve van De Keere, Director,
Transportation, provided a presentation to the Committee, a copy is attached to the
original minutes. They provided an overview of the Region’s noise policy and explained
the noise model uses an average decibel which is why residents may calculate different
decibel levels at specific times. They highlighted that the next steps include noise
modelling along the Franklin Boulevard extension and the downtown Cambridge Truck
Diversion Study.
In response to the Committee’s concern about diverting trucks that are delivering to
downtown spaces, S. van De Keere confirmed that trucks are permitted to enter the
downtown if they have a bona fide reason. Trucks with a bona fide reason account for
approximately 40% of the current amount.
Responding to questions from the Committee, staff explained that the truck diversion
study should commence in 2022 and will ensure that noise modeling complies with both
policy and common municipal practices. Staff confirmed that police enforcement can be
readily undertaken with the current infrastructure.
*S. Strickland left the meeting at 10:55 a.m.
1. Michelle Noble, Cambridge, expressed her concerns that the builders did not
follow Region noise policies and Environmental Assessment (EA). She stated
that her main issues are police enforcement and noise volumes.
2. Robert Matusek, Cambridge, withdrew his delegation.
3. Susan Shackleton, Cambridge questioned the date of the study; and
expressed her concerns with the base decibel used, the EA study not being
properly followed, and air-quality concerns based on increased truck air
pollution.
The Committee directed Staff to follow up with S. Shackleton on her issues.
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4. Oscar Viana, Cambridge provided a presentation to the Committee, a copy is
appended to the original minutes. He stated his concerns that residents were
not properly informed about this truck diversion. He requested proactive
enforcement of speed laws and was concerned that the truck bypass will not
be temporary and that it may cause both physical and mental damage to
residents.
5. Michael Eccles, Cambridge appeared though a pre-recorded video and
stated that the highway noise has negatively impacted his life and requested
a noise wall. He stated that police enforcement is important to mitigate
speeding incidents and is essential for both drivers and residents.
6. Jeff Mckeown, Cambridge, provided a presentation to the Committee, a copy
is appended to the original minutes. He stated that the Region’s noise policy
is not in compliance as the study is older than five years old. He stressed that
the topography should be considered when creating the noise modelling and
expressed concerns with identifying the area as urban and with the
brightness of the lighting.
Thomas Schmidt, Commissioner, Transportation and Environmental Services,
responded to the Committee’s concerns regarding the age of the noise studies by
confirming that the Region is adhering to the Region’s policy and that if Council desires
to alter this policy it should be considered as a whole and not just for this matter. He
noted that the developer’s calculations for this area were made based on backyard
depth versus a noise wall.
*S. Strickland returned to the meeting at 10:55 a.m.
The Committee provided direction to staff to prepare a report on the Region of Waterloo
Noise Policy to look at the following concerns:
a) Explanation of determining urban, suburban, rural, etc related to decibel levels;
b) Illumination;
c) Current noise study validity;
d) Clarification of processes in conjunction with area municipalities; and
e) Effect of high-rise buildings and reflective matters.
The Committee recessed at 10:57 a.m. and reconvened at 11:13 a.m.
d)

CSD-HOU-21-24, 2021 Point in Time Count
1. Jessica Carbone, Kitchener, described her personal experience with local
housing issues and the limited access to assistance in the Region.

*K. McGarry entered the meeting 11:19 a.m.
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2. Paule Charland, Unsheltered Campaign, discussed the increase of
homelessness in the Region of Waterloo and suggested access to public
washrooms and repurposing unused building.
3. Raymond Hoang, member, Waterloo Region Yes in My Backyard, requested
that shelter encampments be decriminalized and that associated stigmas be
negated by Regional Staff and police. He supported the presented
recommendation and recommended that affordable housing be included.
4. Lesley Crompton, Financial and Low Income Support coordinator, Social
Development Centre Waterloo Region, presented her concerns about the
availability of beds and if there are available beds how is it communicated to
the persons requiring these services. She requested that individuals with
lived experiences be invited to participate, that there be access to peer
advocates, that shelter encampments be supported, that the stigmas related
to homelessness be dissolved, that initiatives be short term focused, and that
the budget be doubled.
L. Crompton responded to the Committee’s question about the discrepancy
between the number of available beds and what is communicated noting that
bed availability depends on the time of day, which can cause
misunderstandings for individuals.
5. Charlene Lee, Kitchener, communicated the current negative situations for
individuals without access to proper shelters. She requested that the Region
allocate more resources to providing assistance to individuals in need of
shelter.
6. Francis Gresham, Kitchener, provided a presentation to the Committee, a
copy is appended to the original minutes. She requested that 24 cabins be
constructed at the corner of Weber Street and Victoria Street. She identified
that the homeless community is over represented by Indigenous Peoples and
supported the implementation of shelter encampments.
*K. Redman left the meeting at 11:58 a.m.
Bruce Lauckner, Chief Administrative Officer, stated that staff will report back on the
effect of the pandemic on demand for services.
In response to the Committee’s question about the shelter space availability system
accuracy. Ryan Pettipiere, Director, Housing Services and Chris McEvoy Manager,
Housing Policy & Homelessness Prevention, stated that shelter availability is updated in
real time and if an individual books a space and does not show up, or leaves, then that
space is available which may cause this discrepancy. Staff will follow up on the
functions of the shelter availability system with partnered organizations.
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Moved by J. Erb
Seconded by E. Clarke
That the Regional Municipality of Waterloo take the following actions to implement
additional services and supports in the Housing Stability System, change the use
of existing resources, and reaffirm the effectiveness of existing services and
supports aimed at ending homelessness, as outlined in CSD-HOU-21-24 2021
Point in Time Count, dated November 9, 2021:
a) Refer the following proposed investment plan to Budget Committee for
consideration as part of the 2022 Budget:
I. Expand the Home-Based Support Program to support an additional 50
people experiencing chronic homelessness to transition into permanent
housing with wrap around supports, at an estimated annual cost of
$1,308,450;
II. Double the current housing-focused street outreach services across Waterloo
Region to support people to find and secure permanent housing, to enhance
connections to emergency shelter spaces and services for life stabilization,
and to facilitate community inclusion and connectedness, at an estimated
annual cost of $240,000;
III. Enhance the level of service by funding six two-person teams of health
focused staff to support the over 325 individuals in Housing Support
Programs (fixed and scattered site) to recover from their experience of
homelessness, at an estimated annual cost of $900,000; and
IV. Extend interim housing for up to 80 individuals who are experiencing
unsheltered homelessness and not accessing the emergency shelter system,
at an estimated annual cost of $2,880,000 (included in the base 2022
operating budget for Housing Services);
b) Collaborate with service providers to explore alternative options and support
within the Region’s emergency shelter and Housing Stability System to address
systemic barriers to accessing emergency shelter and housing;
c) Reaffirm support for and ensure Waterloo Region providers are operating as a
housing-focused and housing first emergency shelter system, where people
receive support to resolve their homelessness as quickly as possible while
meeting their basic needs;
d) Continue to review the community housing waiting list policies to better address
the needs of those experiencing homelessness, as identified in the 10-Year
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Housing and Homelessness Plan;
e) Reaffirm our partnership and commitment with local healthcare agencies, and
explore enhanced staffing and/or funding opportunities from Ontario Health
Teams and the Ministry of Health to meet the mental health, addictions and
primary care needs of individuals connected to the Housing Stability System
across Waterloo Region. This includes enhancing services and supports in
emergency shelter, Housing Support Programs, drop-in spaces, and outreach
services, and continuing the partnerships with local Ontario Health Teams
around shared goals;
f) Identify strategies to further leverage and align services and supports focused
on life stabilization across the Region’s Community Services and Public Health
and Emergency Services Departments to help people transition into housing
from homelessness more quickly;
g) Request that the provincial government implement a permanent and sustained
increase in social assistance rates with the recognition that housing attainment
and housing loss are predominantly an income and affordability issue;
h) Invite area municipal staff to participate on the working groups of the Housing
Stability System to further collaborate on efforts to end homelessness;
i) Collaborate with the working groups of the Housing Stability System to provide
further analysis of the Point in Time Count data and inform future
recommendations and enhancements (e.g., services that speak to survey
respondents’ feedback on barriers to finding housing); and
Commit to the regular sharing of data with area municipal staff, including Housing
Stability System data, and encampment touch-base and observation data.
Carried
e)

Brandon Gorr re: Excessive Noise on Properties Adjacent to Highland Road
West due to expansion of Highland Road West (Contract 2020-142) provided a
presentation to the Committee, a copy is appended to the original minutes. He
discussed a proactive approach with noise level concerns on Highland Road
West and the compliance with the Region of Waterloo Noise policies. He
requested that the noise policy be updated to address issues related to high-rise
buildings or dense developments including noise reflection from high-rise
buildings.
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Carried
The Committee recessed at 12:27 p.m. and reconvened at 12:58 p.m.
f)

PDL-CPL-21-41 Regional Official Plan Review Update – Recommended
Preferred Growth Scenario for the Land Needs Assessment Process

Staff provided a presentation to the Committee, a copy is appended to the original
minutes. Rod Regier, Commissioner of Planning, Development and Legislative
Services, and John Lubczynski, Principal Planner, presented the Results of Growth
Scenarios and described that the Region is currently in Phase 3; which is the analysis of
Growth Scenarios. The results of phase 3 will be included in the Region Official Plan in
phase 4. The population growth forecasted will require that scenario 3 be selected to
ensure that community area Designated Greenfield Areas (DGA) land needs are met.
They discussed the need to have lands that will be used for employment opportunities
and noted that the evaluation results identified Scenario 2 as most preferred based on
various themes; which included a climate change lens.
Brenna Mackinnon, Manager Development Planning, described scenario 2 in relation to
the Region’s commitment to climate change by directing growth to existing Built-Up
Area, providing opportunities for public transit, and protecting agricultural lands. Staff
discussed the next steps starting with the release of the draft Lands Needs Assessment
for public engagement.
The Committee sought clarification as to why the Lands Needs assessment was not
conducted prior to the Growth Scenario Recommendations. Staff stated that the
process has not been changed as the Land Needs Assessment is based on the Growth
Scenario evaluation and noted that the area municipalities will be consulted following
the release of the Land Needs assessment in December 2021.
1. David Falletta, Partner/Planner, Bousfields Inc., stated that consultation with
area municipalities is very important to determine where growth will be
located. He criticized that the growth scenario recommendation is premature
without the lands needs assessment.
2. Paul Britton, Vice President/Treasurer, MHBC Planning, Urban Design &
Landscape Architecture, concurred that recommending a growth scenario at
this stage is premature and stated that staff failed to consider housing supply
circumstances. He expressed his concerns that housing policies are in
accordance with the Lands Needs assessment and allowing the public the
opportunity to provide meaningful input.
*K. Redman returned to the meeting at 1:47 p.m.
3. Robert Howe, Partner, Goodmans LLP, concurred that the recommendation
of the growth scenario presented in the report is premature and that the land
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needs assessment mythology is not being adhered to. He requested that
housing supply be considered to determine the amount of land required.
4. Vaughn Bender, VP Real Estate & Land Development appeared on behalf of
Robyn Brown MA, MPL, Director - Sr. Practice Lead, Planning, IBI Group.
He provided a presentation to the Committee, a copy is appended to the
original minutes. He concurred that the recommend growth scenario does not
properly consider the housing supply crisis and stressed that a land needs
assessment is required prior to making any determinations.
5. Pierre Chauvin, Partner MHBC Planning on behalf of Snyder's Road
Development Inc., provided his concerns about the lack of information that
has been communicated with the public and developers. He concurred with
previous delegates that the growth scenario recommendation is premature
and that housing supply has not been properly considered. He noted his
concern that the Region has not been compliant with the process.
In response to the Committee’s concern about the impact and consideration
being given to agricultural lands, Staff stated that there will be an important
balance between industrial growth and protecting local agriculture.
6. Barbara Schumacher, Research team lead, 50by30WR, provided a
presentation to the Committee, a copy is appended to the original minutes.
She expressed her concerns about climate change and the affect of the
growth scenario recommendation that included developing 1000 acres of
agricultural lands.
*D. Jaworsky left the meeting at 2:20 p.m.
7. Kevin Thomason, Wilmot, noted his concerns about the affect of the growth
scenario recommendation on climate change and the environment. He
requested that a new growth scenario be developed, with environmental
initiatives to be considered.
The Committee asked about reconciling with provincial policies. K.
Thomason believed that a new methodology is important and provided the
City of Hamilton as an example.
8. Paul Grespan, Forwell Developments Ltd., stated his belief that
recommending the growth scenario is not the objective intent of the process
and that it should be considered following the land needs assessment.
9. Aleksandra Szaflarska, Director, Hold the Line, indicated that the growth
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scenario recommendations that increase sprawl should be limited, using
various methods such as roof top parking lots. She stated that Indigenous
communities have communicated that they are not in support of these growth
scenarios.
10. Kirsten Wright, Waterloo, presented her concerns with the recommended
growth scenario specifically low density sprawl, vehicle dependency, and
housing options beyond detached dwellings. She requested that Council not
support this recommendation and that Staff determine a growth scenario with
zero boundary expansion.
11. Melissa Bowman, Kitchener, cancelled her delegation and submitted
correspondence that was circulated to the Committee and is appended to the
minutes.
12. Greg Michalenko, Treasurer, Grand River Environmental Network, concurred
with previous delegations, that the growth scenario recommendation does
not properly consider climate change. He requested that the Region provide
additional public consultation.
13. Gordon Nicholls, Kitchener, requested that the Region hold off on approving
a growth scenario recommendation until public consultation can determine if
the public desires any boundary expansions and utilizing other measures to
lower green house emissions. He expressed his concerns with limiting the
amount of green space allocated for residents in high rise buildings.
14. Jodi Koberinski, Educator/ Director, Earth Education League, concurred with
previous delegates in relation to environmental concerns. She asked for
additional growth scenarios to include increased agricultural lands.
15. James Nugent, Kitchener, reviewed various issues with the growth scenario
recommendation such as urban sprawl, ground water, reconsider the concept
of livability as defined in the report to include high density housing as the
norm, and increase transit and community/green spaces.
16. Kae Elgie, Waterloo, provided a presentation to the Committee, a copy is
appended to the original minutes. K. Elgie discussed that the recommended
growth scenario does not address the housing crisis or climate change and
requested that Staff create a fourth growth scenario that considers the
environment and housing concerns.
17. Marilyn Hay, Chair, Kitchener Waterloo Chapter, Council of Canadians,
stated that the growth scenario should contemplate environmental concerns
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such as ground water and urban sprawl. She requested a new growth
scenario that will address climate change and transit.
*K. McGarry returned to the meeting at 3:19 p.m.
18. Dorothy Wilson, Communication Team Member, Nith Valley
EcoBoosters, supported the notion that the proposed recommended growth
scenario does not properly consider environmental concerns and initiatives.
19. Mark Reusser, Vice President, Waterloo Foundation of Agriculture, stated
that urban sprawl needs to be limited and Staff need to consider improved
planning which includes high density buildings. He requested that
development charges be increased to encourage high density housing
options inside the urban footprint.
20. Tanya Schman, Kitchener withdrew her delegation.
21. Ian McLean, President, Greater Kitchener Waterloo Chamber of Commerce
requested that the land needs assessment be considered prior to a growth
scenario recommendation. He expressed his concern that the growth
scenarios do not address employment needs and housing affordability.
*J. Nowak returned to the meeting at 3:39 p.m.
22. Stephanie Goertz, Petersburg, provided a presentation to the Committee, a
copy is appended to the original minutes. She concurred with previous
delegates that the Region should ensure that the growth scenarios include
environmental protection and ecological initiatives. She expressed her
concerns with the rezoning of agricultural zones to residential and industrial.
23. Bryan Wallis, Kitchener, stated that the growth scenario recommendation
does not address sustainability with respect to climate change, nor does it
address the concept of 15-minute living. He stressed that high density
housing is required to preserve agricultural lands and that the housing crisis
will not be solved by creating a new ecological crisis.
The Committee requested that Staff prepare two additional growth scenarios with
intensification rates of 65% and 70% and include those scenarios in the public
consultations and report back on the results of the public consultations with the
additional growth scenarios with an expanded description of livability.
The Committee noted that the delegates have expressed that public consultation is
essential.
Moved by M. Harris
Seconded by B. Vrbanovic
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Whereas the Region of Waterloo indicated a Land Needs Assessment was the
intended outcome of the Phase 2 - Technical Analysis in the Regional Official
Plan municipal comprehensive review process, and that a Preferred Growth
Scenario would then be determined through Phase 3 - Analysis of Growth
Scenarios;
And whereas a Preferred Growth Scenario is being presented to Council without
the required Land Needs Assessment having been completed;
Be it resolved that:
Council hereby directs that prior to any Growth Scenarios being brought before
this Council for decision that:(i) the Region of Waterloo’s Land Needs
Assessment be completed in accordance with provincial requirements; and (ii)
that thorough engagement take place between regional staff, community
stakeholders, and local municipalities Assessment has been completed and
made available to the public for consultation and prior to staff recommending any
Preferred Growth Scenario to Regional Council for decision.
Carried
The Committee recessed at 4:04 p.m. and reconvened at 4:15 p.m.
*S. Strickland left the meeting during the recess.
*D. Jaworsky returned to the meeting during the recess.
g)

Anne Coleman, Ontario Living Wage Network re: COR-TRY-21-101, Living Wage
Employer provided a presentation to the Committee, a copy is appended to the
original minutes.

She described the Ontario Living Wage Network Employer Certification which ensures
that the employers with this certification that all employees must be paid a living wage.
A. Coleman responded to a Committee question noting that the current living wage is
$17.20.
C. Dyer responded to a Committee question regarding stakeholder/contractor
consultation by stating that the report does address this under the financial implications
section. Additionally, most employers that were consulted, were in support of adhering
to the living wage threshold with some concerns regarding the implementation.
Moved by K. Redman
Seconded by J. Erb
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That the Regional Municipality direct staff to prepare a Living Wage Employer
implementation plan for consideration by Regional Council based on Option 3 as
outlined in report COR-TRY-21-101 dated November 9, 2021.
Carried
Consent Agenda
Request to Remove Items from Consent Agenda
There were no requests to remove items from the Consent Agenda.
Motion to Approve Items or Receive for Information
Moved by K. Kiefer
Seconded by L. Armstrong
That the following items be approved:
•

That the Regional Municipality of Waterloo (the “Region”) pass a by-law to
permanently close a portion of Regional Road No. 15 (King Street), in the City of
Kitchener, legally described as Part Lot 53, Plan 376, being Part 3 on 58R19742;
City of Kitchener (being all of PIN 22318-0391 (LT)) (the “Property”);
That the Regional Solicitor be directed to register notice of such by-law on title to
the Property, as outlined in report PDL-LEG-21-56, dated November 9, 2021; and
That the Region pass a by-law to amend Road Consolidation By-law No. 01-059
(Regional Road System) to remove the Property from the Regional Road
System.

•

That the Regional Municipality of Waterloo approve the following amendments to
the Controlled Access By-law #58-87 as outlined in Report PDL-CPL-21-43,
dated November 9, 2021:
a) The section of Regional Road #3 (Oxford-Waterloo Road) from Regional
Road #3 (Walker Road) westerly to Oxford County Road 22 be added to
Schedule ‘B’ Controlled Access – Regulated;
b) The section of Regional Road #4 (Ottawa Street South) from Heritage Drive
westerly to Keewatin Avenue be added to Schedule ‘B’ Controlled Access –
Regulated;

c) The section of Regional Road #9W (Caroline Street South) from Regional
Road #37 (Allen Street West) northerly to Regional Road #9 (Erb Street
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West) be added to Schedule ‘B’ Controlled Access – Regulated;
d) The section of Regional Road #15 (King Street West) from Regional Road
#68 (Francis Street North) northerly to Regional Road #55 (Victoria Street)
be added to Schedule ‘B’ Controlled Access – Regulated;
e) The section of Regional Road #36 (Franklin Boulevard) from Regional Road
81 (McQueen Shaver Boulevard) northerly to Regional Road #43 (Myers
Road) be added to Schedule ‘A’ Controlled Access – Prohibited;
f) The section of Regional Road #37 (Allen Street West) from Regional Road
#15 (King Street South) westerly to Regional Road #9W (Caroline Street
South) be added to Schedule ‘B’ Controlled Access – Regulated;
g) The section of Regional Road #63 (Duke Street) from Regional Road #06
(Frederick Street) northerly to Regional Road #68 (Francis Street North) be
added to Schedule ‘B’ Controlled Access – Regulated;
h) The section of Regional Road #66 (Borden Avenue South) from Regional
Road #64 (Charles Street East) westerly to Huron Park Spur be added to
Schedule ‘B’ Controlled Access – Regulated;
i) The section of Regional Road #67 (Hayward Avenue) from Regional Road
#53 (Courtland Avenue East) westerly to Huron Park Spur be added to
Schedule ‘B’ Controlled Access – Regulated;
j) The section of Regional Road #68 (Francis Street North) from Regional Road
#63 (Duke Street West) westerly to Regional Road #15 (King Street West) be
added to Schedule ‘B’ Controlled Access – Regulated;
k) The section of Regional Road #81 (McQueen Shaver Boulevard) from
Regional Road #36 (Franklin Boulevard) westerly to Highway 24 be added to
Schedule ‘A’ Controlled Access – Prohibited;
l) The section of Regional Road #27 (Clyde Road) from Regional Road #36
(Franklin Boulevard) to Regional Road #27 (Samuelsson Road) be removed
from Schedule ‘B’ Controlled Access – Regulated;
m)The section of Regional Road #27 (Samuelson Street) from Regional Road
#27 (Clyde Road) to Regional Road #27 (Beverly Street) be removed from
Schedule ‘B’ Controlled Access – Regulated; and
n) The section of Regional Road #27 (Beverly Street) from Regional Road #27
(Samuelson Street) to Regional Road #8 (Dundas Street North) be removed
from Schedule ‘B’ Controlled Access – Regulated.
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That the Regional Municipality of Waterloo approve the 2021-2022 Ontario
Works Service Plan;
And that the plan be forwarded to the Ministry of Community, Children and Social
Services for approval as outlined in report CSD-EIS-21-02, dated November 9,
2021.

And that the following items be received for information:
•

PDL-CPL-21-40, Building Permit Activity, January-June 2021

•

COR-CFN-21-40, Annual Indexing of Regional Development Charges

•

TES-WMS-21-07, Multi-Residential Waste Services Review - Update

Carried
Regular Agenda Resumes
a) TES-TRP-21-20, Update on a Potential Automatic School Bus Stop Arm Camera
Program in Waterloo Region
The report was received for information.
b) PDL-ECD-21-09, Youth Engagement in Action – CYPT 2021 Youth Impact
Survey Initial Results
Debbie Engel, Co-Chair, Children and Youth Planning Table, presented an
overview of vision and purposed of the Children and Youth Planning Table of
Waterloo Region. She described the accomplishments, and future objectives, of
the CYPT such as creating a go-to child and youth data portal. She reiterated the
CYPT’s community commitments and presented a pre-recorded video from local
youths.
The report was received for information.
Information/Correspondence
a) Council Enquiries and Requests for Information Tracking List was received for
information.
b) Correspondence Re: PDL-CPL-21-41 Regional Official Plan Review Update –
Recommended Preferred Growth Scenario for the Land Needs Assessment
Process was received for information.
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Other Business
S. Shantz requested confirmation of the commencement of the EA study for Elmira
Truck by-pass. T. Schmidt confirmed that the EA is scheduled to commence in the first
quarter of 2022.
S. Shantz indicated that Chartwell located on Church St. in Elmira is seeking additional
traffic signage and the letter of request will be forwarded by S. Shantz to T. Schmidt for
follow-up.
Next Meeting – December 7, 2021
Adjourn
Moved by M. Harris
Seconded by B. Vrbanovic
That the meeting adjourn at 4:50 p.m.
Carried

Committee Chair, T. Galloway

Committee Clerk, J. Hale

3869899

COVID-19 Update
Committee
November 9, 2021
Dr. Wang

Key messages
• Our case rates are starting to increase and are continuing to affect
mostly unimmunized groups.
• Approximately 126,000 residents are not immunized and remain
vulnerable to COVID-19.
• We need to increase immunizations and continue to practice public
health precautions.

Current trends

Unimmunized populations
• There are approximately 126,000 residents in Waterloo Region who
are not immunized against COVID-19.
• Almost 44,000 residents over the age of 12 are not yet immunized
• Almost 82,000 children under 12 years of age who are not eligible

• This is equivalent to an entire mid-sized city not being immunized.
• We are not immune to the rapid acceleration of case rates due to
the high number of (total) residents who are not yet immunized.
• Public health precautions remain essential to help protect against
the spread of COVID-19.

Next steps
• All residents are advised to:

• Practice physical distancing between yourself and people you don’t live with
• Wear a mask or face covering in all indoor public spaces and outdoor settings
where required or where distance can not be maintained
• Limit your close contacts where possible, especially indoors, and ensure indoor
environments you spend time in are well-ventilated
• If you have any symptoms, self-isolate from others in your household immediately
and seek testing at a local assessment and testing centre

• We need to continue to increase our vaccination rates including third
doses for those who become eligible
• Vaccination is safe and offers the strongest protection against infection
and severe outcomes
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Who We Are

Wellbeing Waterloo Region is a c o lla b o ra t ive :
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

160+ working group members
70+ organizations
Non-profits
Governments
Local residents
Systems change champions
Local collaboratives
Philanthropic organizations
Cross-sector: environmental, health, cultural, tech, etc.
Over 1,000 newsletter contacts
4 backbone staff members (2 FT, 2 PT)

Vis io n
A community where everyone thrives
a nd no one is le ft b e hind

W h a t W e Do
C o n n e c t a n d c o n ve n e

our diverse community to leverage local assets, increase alignment, and collectively overcome challenges
t o w e llb e ing .

A m p lify a n d a lig n

e xis t ing e ffo rt s t o p ro m o t e a nd fo c us a t t e nt ion w he re t ra ns form a t iona l c ha ng e is ne e d e d in c om m unit y
w e llb e ing a c ros s t he re g ion.

Re s p o n d a n d a c t

in o rd e r t o a c t ive ly d e ve lo p ne w s olut ions a nd a c t ions t o a d d re s s c om m unit y is s ue s .

Ed u c a t e a n d e n h a n c e k n o w le d g e
t o le a rn fro m o ne a not he r a nd und e rs t a nd s ys t e m w id e is s ue s a nd a d d re s s
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This section is an opportunity to demonstrate how top
m a na g e m e nt is t a king t he le a d a nd g iving d ire c t ion t o t he
c om p a ny's s us t a ina b ilit y e ffort s .
An a ut he nt ic , s inc e re a nd m is s ion- d rive n s t a t e m e nt from t he c ha ir,
CEO or p re s id e nt s ig na ls c om m it m e nt a nd s e t s t he t one for t he
re s t of t he re p ort . I t c a n inc lud e a n ove rvie w of t he vis ion, d ire c t ion
a nd s t ra t e g y t he org a niz a t io n is c om m it t e d t o t a ke , t o he lp m ove
t he ne e d le on t he S DGs t o m e e t t he g lob a l 2 0 3 0 d e a d line .
This m e s s a g e d e m ons t ra t e s t he c om p a ny's und e rs t a nd ing of it s
im p a c t a nd re s p ons ib ilit y t o p e op le a nd t he p la ne t . I m p ort a nt ly, it
a ls o b uild s t he a ud ie nc e 's t rus t a nd c onfid e nc e in t he org a niza t io n.
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Two-way Traffic Extension Context Plan
CAMBRIDGE MILL HOTEL
AND RESIDENCE SITE

CURRENT NORTHBOUND ACCESS

WATER ST

PROPOSED NORTHBOUND ACCESS

THE GRAND
CONDOMINIUMS

Two-way Traffic Extension

WATER ST

Cambridge Mill Context Plan

Project Features

B RO W N F I E L D

O V E R4 M I L L I O N E S T I M A T E D I N A N N
U A L P RO P E RT Y T A X RE V E N U E

I N C RE A S I N G T O U RI S M , H O U S I N G , A N D RE
T A I L T O H E L P S U P P O RT T H E F U T U RE I O N R
O UTE

RE V I T A L I Z A T I O N

McQueen Shaver and Franklin Boulevard
Community Concerns
Committee of the Whole
November 9, 2021

EA Approved Alignment and Phasing

Community Concerns
•
•
•
•
•

New Road was constructed in accordance with EA √
Noise was assessed in accordance with Region policy √
Illumination was shown in the EA √
Vehicle emissions
Speeding and stunt driving - enforced by police √

• Truck Diversion Study
• Data collection and public consultation in 2022

Environmental Assessment
•
•
•
•
•
•

Completed in 2011
Approved by MOE (now MECP) in December 2012
Detailed design and property acquisition – 2013 to 2016
Construction started in 2017
Phase 1 opened in October 2021
Road is constructed in accordance with EA
• Alignment √
• Elevation √
• Maximum gradient (6%) √

• Phase 2 construction 2025-2026

Noise Policy & 2011 EA
• McQueen Shaver Boulevard
• 2011 EA – no new noise walls were warranted
• Noise model updated for actual as-built conditions
• Maximum gradient (6%) √
• Distance from homes √
• Elevation √
• Confirmed – no new noise walls are warranted along MSB √

• Franklin extension south of Myers Road
• Homes set back by developers so noise walls not required
• One side-lot noise wall built by Region on Franklin at Bloomington in 2018

• Previous noise modelling results will be checked
• If more noise walls are warranted then staff would recommend that those be built at
no cost to the homeowners.

INPUT
DISTANCE FROM
ROAD TO OLA
HEIGHT
DIFFERENTIAL

Computer Model used by the
Region of Waterloo and endorsed
by the Ontario Ministry of
Environment

OUTPUT

TERRAIN
ROUGHNESS
SURFACE NOISE
ABSORPTION
POSTED SPEED
TRAFFIC VOLUME
% TRUCK VOLUME
ROADWAY GRADIENT

STAMSON

PREDICTED AVERAGE
NOISE LEVEL AT THE
OUTDOOR LIVING
AREA (OLA)

Other Questions and Concerns
• Franklin Blvd at Carpenter Road
•
•
•
•

Stop signs on Carpenter, no stops on Franklin
Pedestrian refuge island
Interim 2-lane road - 4 lanes not yet required
Future 4-lane road when needed for traffic

• "Pull-over" space for police enforcement
• Not needed on Regional roads

• Noise warning clauses
• Condition of development approvals
• Included on property titles
• No changes planned

Downtown Cambridge Truck Diversion Study
Study Scope:
Prohibition of Heavy Trucks on Ainslie/Water Streets in Downtown
Cambridge between Dundas Street and Cedar/Concession Streets
• Cambridge Transportation Master Plan (2019)
• Requested by Cambridge City Council in October 2020
(initiated by BIA)
• Goal to improve the pedestrian realm for residents, tourists and
local businesses

Downtown Cambridge Truck Diversion Study cont.
Study Objective:
Assess the impacts of the additional truck volumes on potential detour
routes, including MSB
• Updated traffic counts and reassessed traffic forecasts, the
requirement for new noise walls will be assessed
• If warranted, the cost of any new noise walls will be part of the
consideration for recommending the truck diversion

Next Steps
General:
• Check noise modelling along Franklin Boulevard extension
• Continue to monitor operations along MSB and Franklin Blvd
• Tree planting in 2022
Downtown Cambridge Truck Diversion Study:
• Data collection and assessment in early 2022
• Public consultation in Spring 2022 (info report)
• Recommendation to Regional Council in Summer 2022

Questions?

Additional Background Information

Location of Roadway

• Roadway is constructed in the EA approved location

Region of Waterloo Noise Policy History
• July, 1999 - Adoption of Noise Policy Implementation
Guideline
• March, 2000 - Further Review of Noise Policy
Implementation Guideline (Part "C")
• March, 2004 – High Level Review and Summary of
Noise Policy Implementation Guideline
• June, 2004 – Visual Landscape Screening Component
Update to Noise Policy Implementation Guideline
• October, 2019 – Update of Noise Policy
Implementation Guideline
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Region's Noise Policy Sections
• Part A – New Development Impacted by Noise from Regional
Roads and Railways (Developers are the Proponent)
• Part B – Existing Developments Impacted by proposed Regional
Road Construction (Region is the Proponent)
• Part C - Existing Developments Impacted by Existing Regional
Roads (Residents are the Proponent)

* ALL NOISE ASSESSMENTS ARE CALCULATED TO
PREDICT AVERAGE NOISE LEVELS IN THE
OUTDOOR LIVING AREA
18

Noise Policy and Processes
Overall Approach

The Regional and Area Municipalities adopted a Noise Policy Implementation Guideline in 1999 in order to
provide a balanced and consistent approach to excessive noise levels generated by roads and railways which are
an environmental concern that must be addressed through the planning and development application processes,
new road construction, existing road improvement projects and residents general complaints arising from
increased traffic on regional roads.
Part A - New Development Impacted By Noise from Roads and Railways
As new subdivisions are developed the Region reviews these applications to ensure the proponents (Developers)
adhere to the Region's Noise Policy
The preferred approach is for the developers to use passive noise mitigation measures such as:
• • increased building setbacks;
• • residential front lotting;
• • neo-traditional street layout and design; and
• • buffering with noise insensitive land uses.
The use of such measures rather than noise barriers is encouraged in order to support improved community
safety and pedestrian access, and to reduce noise barrier maintenance costs. However, the final selection of
appropriate noise attenuation measures in each situation needs to be balanced with other development and
design considerations. This approach is supported by the municipalities planning documents, development
application procedures, special policies, and the Noise Implementation Guideline.

Part A Criteria – Developers Act as Proponent
Receiver Category

Time Period

Traffic Noise

Rail Noise

Outdoor Living Area

7am – 11pm

Leq = 55 dBA

Leq = 55 dBA

Indoor Living Area

7am – 11pm

Leq = 45 dBA

Leq = 40 dBA

Indoor Living Area ( Sleeping
Quarters

11pm – 7am

Leq = 40 dBA

Leq = 35 dBA

Part B Criteria – Region Acts as Proponent

Region calculates predicted average noise at time of construction and 10 years
beyond construction.
In the event that non-barrier alternatives are not sufficient, construction of a noise barrier
will be recommended for consideration by residents, Area Municipal Council and Regional
Council in the following situations:
• Where the projected noise level exceeds 65 dBA; or
• Where the projected noise level exceeds 60 dBA and the difference between the
existing and projected noise levels is 5 dBA or more.
The noise barrier will be designed to achieve a 5 dBA or more reduction in the Daytime
Outdoor living area noise level and to reduce the projected noise level to 60 dBA or less.
The proposed height, location and design to achieve these objectives will be reviewed by
residents, Area Municipal Council and Regional Council.

Example -Noise from a new Regional Road Construction Project

TRAFFIC NOISE

OUTDOOR
LIVING
AREA (OLA) defined
as 3 metres from
back of house and
1.5 metres high

Part C Criteria – Resident Acts as Proponent
Region calculates predicted average noise at the time the complaint is received
using current traffic data
If the existing noise level is 60 dBA or less, the resident will be advised that this level
is typical for an urban area, and that no further action will be taken by the Region.
If there were noise-related conditions of development that have not be satisfied or
have failed, the resident will be advised of this. Regional staff may be able to suggest
a possible course of action.
If the existing noise level exceeds 60 dBA, the resident will be advised of these results
and again advised of individual options such as a privacy fence, window improvements
or air conditioning that could be undertaken by the resident. No further action would be
taken by the Region unless the resident again advises that he/she wishes to pursue a
noise wall option.

• Regional staff will document the calculations and also determine the approximate noise wall
height, length and cost to attenuate the Daytime Outdoor living area noise level by 5 dBA or
more, to less than 60 dBA.
• Regional staff will advise all potentially directly affected residents by mail, and arrange a
meeting with residents, Area Municipal staff and a Regional Councillor representing the Area
Municipality.
The purpose of the meeting will be to:
• describe the situation, the individual noise attenuation options available to the residents and the
potential noise barrier solution;
• outline the Local Improvement Act requirements, the benefitting properties, and the
approximate costs;
• discuss whether the residents are interested in a barrier, and whether the Area Municipality
would accept a barrier in that location;
• determine who will represent the residents;
• identify the next steps.
If there is general agreement to proceed, Regional staff will notify all affected residents and
establish a deadline for receiving a petition signed by at least two-thirds of the affected residents
representing at least 50% of the property value in accordance with the Act.

Birkinshaw (Prior to 2014)
• Noise walls adjacent to Highway 24 warranted and installed by
Developer during subdivision construction
• Lots 17 and 18 setbacks
sufficient to not warrant
walls
• Noise warning clauses
and MSB identified

Langlaw Subdivision (1990+)
• Noise walls not warranted
• Noise warning clauses
• Lots kept 150ft from alignment to not require noise walls, roadway
constructed to this offset
• Site Plan Approval process identified this roadway
• There are many existing Regional roads adjacent to residential
properties that are in fact closer to the homes and with much higher
traffic volumes than MSB and do not have noise walls

Franklin Extension South of Carpenter Road
•
•
•
•

Franklin Pond Meadows Phase 2 Subdivision – 2007+
Noise warning clauses
Developer noise assessment concluded noise warrants were not met
Developer installed a shallow height wall on the west side of Franklin
Extension south of Carpenter Road due to road and subdivision
grade difference.
• This wall can accommodate a future noise wall on top should
warrants be met then

Illumination
• Complies with the Approved EA
• Illumination engineering design is compliant
• Mainline illumination improves road and multi-use path safety
• No direct light trespass onto private property
• Obtrusive lighting onto private lands is significantly under the allowable
thresholds
• Shrouding is not warranted. Would not reduce obtrusive light and may
potentially impact the quality of lighting on the roadway itself

• Construction installation and LED fixture angles confirmed in
accordance with the design and contract specifications

Air Pollution
• EA confirms this facility meets provincial environmental guidelines
• Clause in property titles when they were built and registered on title
identifying this roadway
• Overall there is expected to be less air pollution as a reduction on
other area roads, particularly congestion and queueing
• This roadway is not expected to generate any excessive air pollution
greater than any other similar roads.

Speeding and Stunt Driving
• This behavior was observed during the Highway 24 northbound
temporary detouring earlier this year
• All rules of the road are expected to be followed and are enforceable
• WRPS Traffic Enforcement conducted during detouring
• Region PM coordinating with WRPS to have further traffic
enforcement upon full service opening

Proposed Truck By-Law
McQueen Shaver Blvd.

Oscar Viana
Franklin Ext. Resident

Trucks go on Highways,
not through small Neighbourhoods.

The City’s Transportation Master Plan
- The city’s Transportation Master Plan (TMP) - May 7th,
2019 proposes moving the truck network to SBR “once
the proposed SBR is open”5.2.
- The “proposed” SBR is not yet open! It results in a deadend at Franklin Extension, it will remain this way for a
minimum of 5 years.

“I can hear
vehicles from the
middle of my
house..”
-- Beth McCool

SBR

SBR

5+ Year Full Diversion Is Surprise
- Most residents didn’t know
about this by-law.
- Properties cannot handle this
by-law:
-

road is < 80 feet from some homes
no sound attenuation measures
tight turn close to homes and at round-abouts
no barriers

The City’s Request
Councilor Ermeta: “… negative impacts of intrusive heavy through
truck traffic on the downtown as a whole including but not limited to
downtown businesses, emissions, existing and future residential,
noise pollution, and tourism.” -- Cambridge Councillor Ermeta (Sept. 15, 2020)
Mr Ermeta’s concerns are precisely the same concerns that we
have, for our neighbourhood.

Spectrogram of a morning at Franklin Ext:

Resident Survey
- 89% of residents along Franklin Ext. feel strongly that this
by-law is a no starter.
- Requiring noise mitigation at a bare minimum.
- 70% of residents say the road already warrants sound
barriers as a minimum despite region claims; before it
even considers this bylaw.
- Several expressed concerns with light and noise
pollution, with young residents waking up middle of night
repeatedly. Scared of homes getting hit by cars / trucks,
especially on turns and round-abouts.
- Two residents saw a car ‘plow’ through their neighbouring
backyards. Lucky that no-one was in the backyard.
- Having every commercial vehicle forced through this
residential community would make it very unsafe for
young residents (elementary schools, parks nearby).
Franklin Ext. Accident

Claims of Speed Enforcement
Region Bureaucracy Claims:
- Working with WRPS to curb speed.
- Reduce noise from Trucks & other automobiles and increase safety.

Actual (I experienced this myself):
- Cars seen repeatedly racing at ~3x speed limit in SBR!
- WRPS: “We’ve got a lot of calls, and we’ll send someone when possible.”

Conclusion:

- Claims are grossly exaggerated as the region does not have the resources to actively police road.

Expectation from Residents:
- Road needs to be pro-actively enforced by WRPS.
- Need barriers now; before a truck careens into a home.

The Franklin Extension [1/3]
Myers Road has sound barriers for noise and safety:
128ft to center of road

Langlaw Drive along SBR has chain link fence at bottom of hill:
148ft to center of road

Franklin Extension has chain link fence:
75ft to center of road

The Franklin Extension [2/3]
-

Resident sentiment: ill prepared for this
volume and proximity of truck traffic.

-

Half the distance that Langlaw homes are to
SBR (148ft vs. 75ft.), with exact same traffic.

-

“Temporary” SBR diversion through middle of
our neighbourhood is actually not temporary.

An increase of 10dB in sound, results in
an increase of 28% increase in anxiety
medication use. --brainfacts.org
“When you experience noise in the middle
of the night, you have an awakening
reaction,” .. “You can close your eyes but
you cannot close your ears.” -- brainfacts.org
“I replaced my windows and it’s no better.”
– Beth McCool

The Franklin Extension [3/3]
- Too many trucks. Too close to homes.
- Some residents feel misled by builder, city
and the region.
- We can’t have another “Migraine July” ..
- high pitch squeaks & grinds
- 4:30am  12:00am

July 2021 / Temporary Diversion
- July saw half of this traffic in this small community, with
no noise attenuation to speak of for ~ 1 full month.
- Noise from truck brakes (every 5-20s) and quick
shifting starting at ~ 4:30am.

… the adrenal glands … pump
adrenaline into the bloodstream — an
evolutionary measure to react rapidly
in life-threatening situations … chronic
exposure to noise keeps this stress
response activated continuously.
Eventually, it starts to wear the body
down, causing mental and physical
health problems.
– brainfacts.org

Wrap-Up










The Franklin Extension residences are completely unprepared and
unable to accommodate this by-law based on what was seen in July for
any duration of time.
The SBR & Franklin Extension community is clearly against this
proposal, as it leads to “…increased anxiety, depression, high blood
pressure, heart disease, and stroke”--brainfacts.org.
A temporary bypass until SBR is completed, is not temporary when it
lasts for 5+ years, no matter how many times your Project Management
team repeats it to us all (even on mailed letters).
Older homes along Myers Rd. have noise attenuation control, which also
serve to increase safety. Our homes are much closer to Franklin
Extension, only chain-link fencing. This road doesn’t seem to be
designed as a truck bypass. We feel it shouldn’t have trucks now.
Should you approve this by-law, you’ll be sending a clear message to
this community, and that is that their well being and their safety does not
come first.

References & Credits
Beth McCool: a resident on Franklin Extension between Myers
Road and Champlain, who has been dealing with the Region
for months with no tangible answers.
Jeff McKeown: a resident on Langlaw Drive, who has been
trying to unsuccessfully get technical answers from the Region
for over 3 months.
Noise Pollution Isn’t Just Annoying — It’s Bad for Your Health
https://www.brainfacts.org/thinking-sensing-and-behaving/dietand-lifestyle/2018/noise-pollution-isnt-just-annoying-its-badfor-your-health-062718
Cambridge Council Meeting Minutes (Unfinished Business):

https://calendar.cambridge.ca/Council/Detail/2020-10-06-1600-Special-Council-Meeting/207c856f-08b1-43f6aa2a-ac4900cc8982

Cambridge Transportation Master Plan:

https://icreate7.esolutionsgroup.ca/11111027_CityofCambridge/en/learnabout/resources/Transportation/TTR_MovingCambridge_TMP_Final_-AODA_2020-03-04.pdf

Random Resident Survey

Questions?

Waterloo Region’s Noise Policy
PART A New Development Impacted By Noise from Roads and Railways

Noise Warning Clause, warning future occupants of the potential noise concern is included in the
Regional or Area Municipal Development Agreement whereby the owner agrees to advise future
owners or tenants through all offers of purchase and sale, and rental agreements.
The Region failed to enforce this section of their policy with developers as this warning is not
included on original offers of purchase. I am an original purchaser of my home; I have reviewed my
offer to purchase and other residents original offers to purchase. THERE IS NO WARNING.
McQueen Shaver Blvd.
Jeff McKeown. 403 Langlaw Drive

Noise Warning Clause and the EA Document
Noise Warning Clause.
The EA Documentation makes ZERO reference to a Noise Warning Clause in the noise study.
There is NO References to Noise Warning Clauses included in any of the public consultation
meetings (As Part of the EA process)
Actually the opposite was inferred in every communication during the pubic consultation process.
The message, noise is not an issue.

McQueen Shaver Blvd.
Jeff McKeown. 403 Langlaw Drive

Waterloo Region’s Noise Policy
PART B Existing Development Impacted By Proposed Regional Road Improvements
Section 5.3 states the following:
If construction of the proposed undertaking does not occur within 5 years of the noise
assessment, noise levels will be re-calculated and the need for a noise barrier will be reassessed prior to construction.
Cover page of the RWDI Final Report, Noise Assessment for the SBR.

Note the date of July 14, 2011

If w.e refer to the Region’s letter of intent from Frank Kosa (File Number 07192.P) Dated Aug. 8
2017. This letter STATES the following: Phase 1A is anticipated to start in mid September 2017.
This is greater than the 5 years permitted by the Region’s Policy and therefore the original study
is INVALID.
This means the entire study needs to be completed again.
McQueen Shaver Blvd.
Jeff McKeown. 403 Langlaw Drive

Noise/Sound Study
The Region’s Transportation Department will claim that they did redo the study when they
entered the old data from old study into the Stamson 5.0 model on September 6th 2021.

This is not a valid recalculation of the noise study.
The new Stamson model relied on old outdated inputs from the original EA.
Traffic Census data is incorrect; the Region’s 2015 Regional Municipality of Waterloo Traffic
Counts illustrate this.
• Topography data is no longer correct
• Survey data is no longer correct.
•

th.e Purpose of section 5.3 is precisely to account for these types of recent changes.
In an email Received from Senior Project Manager Sept. 22. 2021. He states:
They (The TPD) did find some irregularities in some of the minor parameters as I highlighted,
such as road and receptor elevations.
The following slide illustrates that the Region didn’t correct for these “minor“ errors when they
reran the numbers in the Stamson model
McQueen Shaver Blvd.
Jeff McKeown. 403 Langlaw Drive

Noise/Sound Study
Both the original noise study and the Region’s remodeling exclude this important key metric

This omission has been pointed out repeatedly to the Region’s Transportation Department and has not
been acknowledged, accounted for or disputed.

McQueen Shaver Blvd.
Jeff McKeown. 403 Langlaw Drive

Noise/Sound Study
TES-DCS-21-27 states that noise modelling has been done using Stamson model.
The Region re-ran the model using the Stamson process claiming to have corrected for the errors
made in the original noise modelling.
A review of this updated model found the Region only corrected for Gradient of the road (Slope) but
failed to apply any other required corrections that are considered KEY Metrics in a noise model.
•
•

Receiver Source Distance is incorrect stated as 51m
Topography is listed as Flat /Gentle Slope.

Ground softness or hardness matters in this case as this road is elevated above properties in areas along the corridor.
The ground level drops off steeply within 15 feet of the road’s edge therefore the flat/gentle slope is not applicable.
Source to Receiver is also incorrect. It should be noted the EA lists 42 meters as being actual to edge of the road, however a survey data
found that the 42m was to the centre of the westbound lanes.

McQueen Shaver Blvd.
Jeff McKeown. 403 Langlaw Drive

Waterloo Region’s Noise Policy
Report P-09-030 minutes of Public Meeting March 2009
SBR Environmental Assessment

The Region was fully aware that the MSB was intended as a Truck By-Pass
A Road intended to be a truck bypass should not be assigned the
minimum useable truck traffic estimate applicable to regular roads.

McQueen Shaver Blvd.
Jeff McKeown. 403 Langlaw Drive

Noise/Sound Study

Figure 2: MTO Environmental Guide for Noise (Page 20) October 2006 edition

The definition of Suburban vs Urban (Class 1 & Class 2) is important here,
we live in a suburban area of Cambridge and not an Urban as per the
definition. The front of our homes would be classified as suburban and
the location of McQueen Shaver Blvd. is clearly rural. The region
attempts to label all areas as Urban.
Region improperly applies the 55 dB Class 1 instead of Class 2 50 dB as
the existing noise levels and improperly presented this data to the
Ministry of Environment (MOE) when gaining approval of the EA.

McQueen Shaver Blvd.
Jeff McKeown. 403 Langlaw Drive

Noise/Sound Study
Here we can see that the Region of Waterloo clearly
identifies this land as rural.
If the Region of Waterloo had
applied the proper “no build”
classification of either suburban
or rural as specified in the MTO
to which it references as it
guide the entire road from
Water St to Franklin Blvd would
have qualified for mitigation
Figure 3, Region of Waterloo Report: PDL-CPL-21-29

McQueen Shaver Blvd.
Jeff McKeown. 403 Langlaw Drive

Air Pollution – Environmental Assessment
Region’s Reponses to the Concerns that the EA lacked study data
related to Air Pollution in the OLA of homes Adjacent to MSB:
•
•
•

Roadway meets all provincial environmental guidelines.
Roadway is not expected to generate any excessive air pollution compared to similar
roads.
Reducing overall congestion and traffic queuing will result in overall less air pollution

Note: the Region’s Reponses do not reference the EA as a supporting document when
making these claims. That’s because it was excluded from the EA documentation
To be clear, There is nothing in the EA that assess pollution in the area of MSB.
Bullet number 2 above: what does “Not expected” mean?
• It means the Region doesn’t actually know, because it’s not in the EA documentation.
McQueen Shaver Blvd.
Jeff McKeown. 403 Langlaw Drive

Illumination on MSB/SBR
Residents Question the Region’s Transportation Department on the type of lighting used on the MSB.
Specifically, why the Region choose to deviate significantly from for the Environmental Assessment so
drastically listed below.

The EA clearly specifies where and how lighting should be used.
The Region did not follow this guidance.
McQueen Shaver Blvd.
Jeff McKeown. 403 Langlaw Drive

Illumination on MSB/SBR
Region’s Response (Report: TES-DCS-21-27)
Illumination Complies with the Environmental Assessment (EA)
This statement of compliance is not true.

The referenced report, TES-DCS-21-27 issued by the Transportation Department offers no validation or supporting
documentation to assert compliance with the EA.
•
•

This information was requested on at least 4 separate occasion with no valid response from Region.
The EA gives specific instructions that were not followed by the Region’s Transportation Department.

In a email from the Senior Project Engineer, Dated Aug 27th an attempt to justify the Region’s Lighting deviation was
made by stating:
Roadway illumination provides nighttime safety benefits particularly in terms of decision and stopping sight distances in
relation to roadway geometrics
This statement attempts to assert that a straight road the is MSB has geometric hazards that required a significant
deviation from the EA and the original design.
When asked what geometric hazards were present, the Region failed to respond.

McQueen Shaver Blvd.
Jeff McKeown. 403 Langlaw Drive

Illumination on MSB/SBR
Region’s Response (Report: TES-DCS-21-27)
No direct light trespass onto private property
•

Not a true statement. Plenty of light is trespassing onto private properties.

Lighting onto private lands is significantly under the allowable thresholds.
• This is largely dependent on were the Region decided to measure from. However, based on documents supplied by
the Region the Region took no readings from my area of the SBR.
Shrouding would not reduce obtrusive light. The design of the fixture and the LED lighting already provide a benefit
similar to what shrouding would on older fixtures.
• Not a true Statement - the Region’s lighting contractor stated the following to the Senor Project Engineer for MSB
(email Sept 22, 2021)
The nature of LED lights is such that if residents look directly at them for more than 1-2 seconds they will experience
similar discomfort as if they were to stare directly at the sun.
These light sit directly adjacent to the second floor windows in my area of the SBR. I can no longer look out my windows
in the evening without looking directly at the lights.
Construction was confirmed to be in accordance with the design.
• Not a true Statement – as per drawings supplied by the Region the lighting design was modified in 2020 well after the
design phase of this project.

McQueen Shaver Blvd.
Jeff McKeown. 403 Langlaw Drive

Speeding and Stunt Driving on MSB/SBR
Regions Responses to residents concerns with Speeding and Stunt driving on the SBR.
Region is coordinating with WRPS to have enforcement upon full service opening. (TES-DCS-21-27)
• This is not a true statement. Since the full opening there has been no police presence on the MSB.
• Further residents have reached out on their own to WRPS requesting enforcement and were told
that current staffing levels would not permit Enforcement and Surveillance at this time.
The Senor Project Manager for the MSB stated to the media that the road was designed with
“frictional” lines that are suppose to deter speeding along the MSB.
This was a couple weeks WRPS issues12 tickets in a 3 hour window. Five of which resulted in Stunt
Driving charges due to speeds ranging from 114km/h to 194km/h
There are no “Frictional” lines that deter speeding on this road.
This statement was made to the Cambridge Today news article where residents voiced concerns
about the enormous amount of speeding that was occurring on the road. Based on the evidence,
“frictional” lines as the Regions described to the media are not present. The Statement is not true and
was made to without merit.
McQueen Shaver Blvd.
Jeff McKeown. 403 Langlaw Drive

MSB/SBR Elevation
Residents asked the region if the elevation of the road had change from the design specified in
the EA
Four separate requests for this information were made and the only response back was “ We are working
on it”
Instead of responding to the numerous inquires about the changes in elevation on MSB the Region’s
Transportation Department choose to rephrase the question to suit their answer (TES-DCS-21-27) and simply
stated that the “location of the roadway was constructed in accordance with the location shown during
the EA”.
This is an unbelievable attempt to mislead the public. We questioned the elevation of the road, not its
location.
The Region’s TPD only admitted that the elevation had changed when we stated we already had
evidence that the road elevation had changed post construction.
At this point we were told the road elevation had only changed by ½ meter.
However, based on documents supplied by the Senior Project Manager we can see elevation changes
greater than two meters in specific locations.

McQueen Shaver Blvd.
Jeff McKeown. 403 Langlaw Drive

Closing Statement
In closing, Residents have provided the region with clear references to regional policies that are not
being followed. We have presented clear errors in the Noise study that should have been redone as
per the Region’s policy, and we have provided direct evidence from the EA Documentation that
illustrates how the Region’s Transportation Department failed to follow the direction of that governing
EA document.
These are not my opinions, these are facts!
We were told our concerns required complex answers and to be patient
We were promised Transparency
We were promised the Region would own any errors they may have made.
These were all lies.
There is nothing in TES-DCS-21-27 that would be considered complex. The region has chosen to
ignore concerns that did want to answer of simply state they are compliant with nothing to support
such a claim.
What's worse is the Region’s TPD chose to “pass the buck” to council when the simple responses
would no longer work with an informed community.
There is a clear pattern of no accountability and no transparency to a entire community.
McQueen Shaver Blvd.
Jeff McKeown. 403 Langlaw Drive

November 12, 2021
Chair and Members of Council,
Thank you for permitting me to address you on the homeless issue in the Region.
My presentation was scrambled by a bad internet connection and I was unable to answer
questions put to me. Please accept this short summary of my argument.
I ask that if I prepare a more detailed proposal with more community support that you
would respond with your recommendations.
I will contact Councillor Clark to field her questions and seek your recommendations next
week.
Again, thank you for your attention.
Francis Gresham
(226) 751-2808
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

'Homes for Christmas'

a project to house two dozen of the most needy
Jim Erb, Chair of the Waterloo Region's Housing and Homelessness Committee, couldn't
have said it more simply and more truthfully: “It's unacceptable.”
He was referring to the results of the recent Point-in-Time survey which collected data on
homelessness. Here are some of its tragic facts:
•

more than 1000 people in the Region are homeless,

•

about half of those are 'chronic' – homeless more than six months last year, and

•

our Indigenous brothers and sisters are much, much too prevalent in the homeless
population – about 10 times more frequent than their fraction of the population
according to the 2016 census.

It's an painful reality but it's a reality we can influence by our actions. And our regional and
municipal governments have responded heroically given their constraints. Twenty-five
hundred affordable units are to be built in the next 5 years and the already large number of
supportive units will be expanded.
But what about our homeless who need shelter immediately?
Local governments have been thinking outside the box by allowing and supporting

purpose-built cabins to house about 50 of the most needy in A Better Tent City. It was a
good decision, allowing flexibility and requiring minimal government resources.
We need more sites like this.
A Cabin Community for Christmas
I propose a community of 24 cabins to be sited, with proper resources and administration,
on a property at the corner of Victoria and Weber Streets in Kitchener. A one year lease
could be permitted, the same as for A Better Tent City, while other solutions are put in
place.
Each cabin would have a bed, a table, insulation and electricity. People would not be
separated from their partners or pets. A central area would provide sanitation, water,
waste disposal and a space for community activities.
If you want an image of the site, picture the row of clean, bright and safe cabins already on
Gaukel St. ready for Christmas festivities.
The Victoria / Weber site has distinct advantages:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The material requirements are relatively small,
The Region owns the land – no private interests to appease,
The site is right across the street from St. John's Kitchen where many of the
homeless find their daily bread,
The site is close to medical facilities (paramedics, Consumption and Treatment
Site),
Residential housing is not close by,
The site has reasonably controllable access provided by large stones, and
A large stone wall shields the site from north and west winds.

Of course there are challenges to be met:
•
•
•

We need on-site support for residents and to liaise with the community.
Sadly one site is insufficient to meet the need. Other creative solutions must be
found to ensure that no homelessness people are forced to spend the winter out in
the cold.
Winter is now upon us all again, but it's most brutal to the homeless. Christmas is
coming.

Our Indigenous brothers and sisters built supportive communities long before settlers
arrived, and nobody can put up a barn in quick order like the Mennonites. Now it could be
our turn. Imagine that architecture and construction trades students designed and
constructed the site and cabins. Suppose industry stepped up with some materials.
What a great thing it would be to make such a gift for Christmas. What a great thing for the
community to see its power and humanity and for the Region to become as well known for
social innovation as it is for its technical creativity.

It's a big dream that could only work with community advice and support. It need your
input.

Regional Road No. 6
(Highland Road West)
Improvements, Contract No.
2020-142
Ira Needles Boulevard to
West Forest Trail
City of Kitchener
Committee of the Whole Presentation
– Noise Level Concerns

Regional Municipality of Waterloo
Implementation Guideline for Noise Policies - Part B

2

Highland Road West Improvements - Acoustical Study

• Sound data collected in 2014
• Projected noise levels at Property Line are below
50 dBA for Receiver Q
• Receivers M-P are in excess of 65dBA, however
receivers are located at Property Line. The OLA
for properties will be less, however a value was
never provided.
• Residents are experiencing noise levels well above
50 dBA
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Highland Road West Improvements – Highrise Development

Highland Road 2014
• Development of 15 Storey concrete Highrise at
the Ira Needles Boulevard/Highland Road
roundabout
• This location experiences heavy acceleration and
deceleration (noise) consistently
Highland Road 2021
2019

Highland Road West Improvements - Updated noise
levels using 2014 sound data

2019 Pre-existing Conditions

2032 Future Conditions

• The pre-existing conditions (2019) and future conditions (2032)
does not include reflection of sound from Highrise building off
Ira Needles Boulevard
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Highland Road West Improvements – Policy Questions
• How does the Regional Noise Policy account for development?
• Is this accounted for in Section 5.3?
• Is this Policy sufficient to address Highrise or dense developments?

• Why is there a Highrise constructed on a major corridor, next to an existing
residential community?
• Corridor Planning and Zoning should work together to address how development
will impact an existing community
• Does it make sense to have major corridors through residential areas?
• Should Policy be updated to have a Letter of Credit provided by developers should the
need of sound attenuation be required?

• This is a great opportunity for the Region to update the Noise Policy to ensure
development, specifically noise reflection off Highrise developments, are
adequately addressed in the Noise Policy.

Highland Road West Improvements - Conclusion
Request the Committee to make a motion to:
• Review Corridor practices and impacts on single or multiunit residential properties.
• Update/improve Regional Noise Policy to incorporate the
impacts developments have on existing communities,
including large Highrise structures.
Thank You

Results of Growth Scenario
Evaluations
Committee of the Whole Meeting
November 9, 2021

Foundational Engagement Mechanisms:
October 2019 - Present
EngageWR
•eBlasts
•Surveys
•Interactive
Mapping
•Resources

Webinars
•Ask-aPlanner
Series
•Virtual
conversations

Review
Committees
•Regional and
community
touchpoints
to gather
feedback,
provide
input, etc

2

Foundational Engagement Response:
EngageWR
October 2019 - Present
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Foundational Engagement
October 2019 - Present
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Draft Analysis for Discussion Purposes Only

Key Considerations
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Land Needs Assessment influenced
by two key assumptions

Alternative Growth Scenarios

Growth Scenarios and Preliminary
DGA Land Needs to 2051
Growth
Scenario

DGA
Density
Intensification
Target
Target (%)
(people and
jobs/ha.)

Community
Area DGA
Land Needs
(ha.)

Employment Land
Needs (ha.)

Total Land
Needs (ha.)
Rounded

Base Case

50%

60

-828

-800

-1,629

Scenario 1

55%

60

-519

-800

-1,320

Scenario 2

60%

60

-227

-800

-1,028

Scenario 3

60%

65

0

-800

-800

Why do we need so much employment land?
• Maintain immediately available supply
of lands to support all employment
types
• Average employment densities are
decreasing – average 35 jobs per net
hectare
• Increase supply of industrial space –
all-time low vacancy rate of 1.3%

Major Offices

Large Manufacturing

Population-Related

Rural Employment

Growth Scenario Evaluation Results
Theme

Scenario 1

Scenario 2

Scenario 3

Least Preferred

Most Preferred

Second Most Preferred

Growth Management
Transportation, Infrastructure and
Finance
Climate
Change
Lens

Agriculture
Natural Heritage
Livability
Economic Growth
Evaluation Summary

Why is Scenario 2
preferred?
• Supports significant shift in current
development patterns to a more
compact built form supporting our
climate change commitments
• Supports the Region’s investments
in the ION transit system
• Offers the widest range of housing
types, including affordable housing

How does Scenario 2 align with our
commitment to respond to climate change?
• Directs a significant amount of growth to
existing Built-Up Area, supporting ION and
key infrastructure investments
• Moderate size of DGA provides more
targeted opportunities for compact, transitsupportive, 15-minute neighbourhoods
• Aligned with core principles of the ROP protect agricultural land and avoid the
Protected Countryside

Engagement Next Steps
January – April 2022
• January – February : Land Needs Assessment Consultation
• February – April : ROP Amendment Consultation
• Each 6 week public engagement period will include:

• Ongoing opportunity to submit feedback on growth scenarios and the land needs
assessment via EngageWR driven by eBlasts and social media
• Survey(s) pushed through EngageWR subscribers
• Open house sessions (in accordance with public health guidelines)
• Stakeholder and Committee meetings

15

Next Steps

Extra Slides
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50 BY 2030 WATERLOO REGION
Working towards climate justice and a
safe climate future

WATERLOO REGION’S PROGRESS SO FAR

© ClimateActionWR: Climate Action Plans. https://climateactionwr.ca/climate-action-plans/

Regional Official Plan Review

Found in Policy Direction Paper on Climate Change, p. 7 of 19. © 6 Government of Ontario, Community Emissions Reduction Planning: A Guide for Municipalities, 2018

Delegation to WR council on regional OP review
Hello council, I wanted to address you in person, but, as I suspect is the case for many,
daytime meetings such as this, make it challenging for working residents to attend.
Instead, I am submitting the following comments in regards to the review of the Official
Plan:
These are significant conversations that really are shaping the plan and design of our
municipalities for many decades and I think we need to consider what voices are being
included in those conversations and which are not.
And I understand that’s no easy task. While residents will be impacted by these
decisions, it can be hard to get feedback on an official plan review when residents have
so many other interests competing for their attention. However, I don’t think that we
should assume that a minimal level of engagement on this review from average
residents means that they don’t want to have a say in how we shape our city. I did a
casual poll on social media recently and over 60% of respondents either had only heard
of the official plan review or had no clue what it was or that it was happening. We need
to find ways to ensure this review doesn’t only reflect the view of ‘industry stakeholders’.
As far as I can tell, many of the people engaged on this issue are connected to
homebuilding and development. Which, of course, makes sense for those stakeholders
to speak to issues that will so clearly impact their business plans and decisions. But, if
so much of the feedback only comes from landowners and developers, that is bound to
impact decisions made by council.
Also, I was disappointed to learn that staff is recommending scenario 2 which has an
intensification rate of 60% and 60rj/ha. That scenario still requires over 1000 hectares of
greenfield area. I think we can, and must, do better. At a minimum, I urge council to
support scenario 3 (60%, 65rj/ha). I would also encourage you to push for an even
higher intensification rate.
In June of this year, many in our community celebrated the announcement that all local
municipalities and the Region fully supported the TransformWR plan. It was great news,
but to be honest, voting in support of that policy was the easy part. Now comes the
challenging part – to make the decisions that actually align with the goals of
TransformWR. I believe that means we need to reject scenario 2 as an option, and at a
minimum vote for scenario 3, while considering ways to increase intensification and infill
further.
The Region’s strategic vision, under Environment and Climate Action, states: Promote
the efficient use of urban land, and protect and enhance agricultural and natural areas. I
don’t believe scenario 2 does that. Scenario 2 requires over 1000 hectares, which will
use up much of our remaining land reserves, threatening the Countryside Line. As well,
our community has invested heavily in in the iON. Let’s ensure we benefit fully from
such an investment with higher intensification targets.
Higher intensification creates walkable and dense neighbourhoods that allow people to
live, work, and play close to amenities. Higher intensification also supports more transit
options and protects our region’s farmlands and countryside line. The Region supported
Transform WR earlier this year. Now it’s tme to put that into action. Please reject
scenario 2 and vote in support of higher intensification targets.
Melissa Bowman

For the sake of the climate, don’t repeat
old mistakes. Intensify! Densify!
Kae Elgie
88 Fountain Street, Waterloo ON

2019: Regional municipalities pledged
50% GHG reduction by 2030

Transportation is major source of GHG
in Waterloo Region
• Waterloo Region reduced
overall emissions by 5.2%
from 2010 to 2015
• But transportation
emissions increased
• So why would we plan to
build even more cardependent suburbs? ???

We need an Option 4
• Greenfield density must be higher than 65
jobs/persons per hectare
– 65 jp/ha does not support frequent transit
– 65 jp/ha developments will be car-dependent

• If we care about GHG emissions and climate, we
can’t allow new car-dependent development
• Let’s consider 130 jp/ha for new developments,
similar to the core. Why not?
• How will you keep your promise of 50 by 30?

We need an Option 4
Existing employment lands can be intensified
Waterloo Rupert St: huge setback, empty parking lots

We need an Option 4
Existing employment lands can be intensified

Waterloo : Rupert Drive

We need an Option 4
Existing employment lands can be intensified

Kitchener: Shoemaker St huge setbacks, empty parking lots

We need an Option 4
Existing employment lands can be intensified

Kitchener Shoemaker St

We need an Option 4
Existing employment lands can be intensified

Cambridge

Cambridge: Werlich Dr big setbacks, empty parking lots

Option 4 please
Existing employment lands can be intensified

We need an Option 4
• Plan for complete communities from the outset
• Intensify existing suburbs & employment lands
• Density targets similar to the existing built up
area to support rapid transit
• Let’s learn how to make all parts of the city more
liveable, more greenspace, more parks, more
walkable,
• Don’t pave over farmland. PLEASE

We need an Option 4
• Remember your 2019 promise of a 50%
reduction in Greenhouse Gas Emissions by 2030

We Need
Leaders
● Climate
● Environment
● Food

Stephanie Goertz

The World Bank projects
that climate change could
internally displace more
than 140 million people
per year by 2050

Are we going to
be leader s?

Living Wage Certification

What is a Living Wage?
A living wage is the hourly wage a worker needs to earn to
cover their family’s basic expenses within their community.
A living wage is a practical tool for reducing poverty through
paid work.

Employer Certification Program

Employer Certification Program
Direct and Indirect Employees

Direct employees include permanent employees and contract staff
who are on the payroll of the employer.
Indirect or externally contracted staff refers to staff that many
businesses use to provide services such as janitorial, security, or
catering. It includes contractors working on their own account, such
as an independent cleaner or bookkeeper, and staff of a business
contracted to do regular work for the organization on site.

Employer Certification Program
Supporter

Phased-in Implementation

All direct full-time employees are paid a living wage. Committed to begin raising the pay of
all direct part-time employees to the living wage rate.

Leader

All direct full-time and part-time employees are paid a living wage. Committed to including
living wage in service contracts for externally contracted (third party) employees that provide
service on a regular basis are paid a living wage.

Champion

All direct full-time and part-time employees are paid a living wage, and all externally (third
party) contracted staff that provide service on a regular basis are paid a living wage or will be
when the contract renews.

The Benefits of Paying a Living Wage
Good For People
Better quality of life, improved health, out of poverty
Good For Business
Higher retention rates
Less money spent on hiring and training
Good For Community
Greater consumer spending power
Increased spending in local community
Increased civic participation

Anne Coleman
Manager@ontariolivingwage.ca

